Biographie

Acoustic Instinct is a Beatbox Duo from South West Germany. There isn't a single sound Paul Brenning and Julian Knörzer can't imitate with their mouth and voice. Individual tone colours round out their vocal percussions of drum-sounds, instrumentals and everyday sounds. On stage, all of this brings about a fascinating mixture of human beatboxing, a cappella singing, play, comedy and the art of improvisation.

Acoustic Instinct were originally founded as a trio in 2005, and have ever since been working with various artists, choirs and bands, local as well as foreign. Together with ‘Jazzchor Freiburg’ they have already toured Japan and South Korea three times.

In 2007 they were awarded the ‘Zelt-Musik-Festival‘ Prize and also won the 2007 Audience Award in an A Cappella Competition by Hypo Vereinsbank.

The Duo stands out due to their sense for locality and allows the audience to become a part of their performance. By the joy of improvisation and spontaneity of the artists every show becomes a unique listening experience of the highest quality.

Music – without instrumental sounds – developed from the “Acoustic Instinct”.